
Conclusion

A high fructose diet (150g a day for 8 weeks) in an isocaloric context does not have any negative health impact on weight, liver health, 
cholesterol, insulin sensitivity, or glucose/blood sugar tolerance in healthy individuals. 

A high fructose diet does not change muscle glycogen, intramuscular fat, or intrahepatic (liver) fat in healthy individuals. 

A high fructose diet increases blood fat (triglyceride) amount in healthy individuals. 
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Study Cohort: Researchers used 10 healthy participants as the fructose condition and 11 other 
individuals as the controls that were non-diabetic, but had non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. 

Study Design: All 10 participants of the fructose (intervention) group had their baseline measurements 
taken. They had an oral glucose tolerance test done (to determine blood sugar regulation ability), 
hyperinsulinemic clamp (to determine insulin sensitivity), and labeled hydrogen and carbons to 
determine the end points/fates of food consumed (macronutrients, for example), as well as MRI to 
determine heart function. 6 of the control participants also underwent all of these baseline tests 
(except the hyperinsulinemic clamp). 

The fructose intervention group consumed 150 grams of fructose a day for 8 weeks (fructose was 
provided by researchers). 

Food consumption was tracked throughout the 8 weeks. 

Measurements were taken at the 4 week mark of the fructose consumption, then again at the study 
conclusion (8 week mark). All measurements were done in a standard overnight fasted condition. 
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Table 1: Researchers are showing the baseline data (Healthy baseline) and the same outcome 
measures after the 8 weeks of fructose consumption (Healthy follow up), as well as the non-diabetic 
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) individuals. Across these conditions, the researchers are 
showing a variety of health markers and attributes of the participants involved. "n" is the number of 
people in each condition, BMI is the body mass index that calculates bodyweight with height, AST, ALP, 
and ALT are liver enzymes and markers of liver health, GGT is glucose tolerance test (tells on the 
body's ability to handle blood sugar), OGIS and HbA1C are markers of insulin sensitivity and blood 
sugar glycation (red blood cells caked with sugar, a bad thing), respectively. Triglycerides are blood 
fats. LDL (Low Density Lipoprotein) and HDL (High Density Lipoprotein) are cholesterol markers. 

There are, unsurprisingly, definitive differences between the NAFLD group and the fructose intervention 
group BEFORE intervention (so, at baseline), as would be expected. 

The real interest is the baseline vs the follow up (8 weeks later, consuming 150 grams of fructose). BMI 
decreases with fructose intervention and glucose tolerance improves, but triglycerides likely increase (p 
value of 0.06). 

Take Away: Large sums of fructose consumption (150g a day for 8 weeks) does not negatively impact 
liver health, cholesterol, insulin sensitivity, or weight negatively in young, healthy individuals. However, it 
does increase the amount of blood fat (triglycerides). 

Figure 1: This is simply a breakdown of the macronutrient and sugar and kcalorie consumption in the 
participants, across the 8 weeks. 

No differences in energy (kcalorie) intake across the 8 weeks. Reduced sugar intake, but substantial 
increases in fructose (this should be the case considering this is the intervention).

Take Away: High fructose consumption and following results/outcomes are in the context of a similar 
kcalorie intake as baseline. 
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Table 3: The researchers are showing the data from the mixed meal test here - they labeled carbon 
atoms so they could track where they go in the body. Then, they were able to tell what happened to the 
food/macronutrients in muscle glycogen (muscle stored sugar), intramyocellular lipid/IMCL (fat within the 
muscle cells), and hepatocellular lipid/HCL (fat within the liver cells). 

After 8 weeks of high fructose consumption (150 grams a day), there was no statistical change in any 
condition compared to baseline (pre-study). 

Take Away: Fructose consumption does not alter muscle or liver fat or glycogen (stored sugar) within the 
cells. 
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